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I&r-orbital optimum trajectories with specified transfer angle in an inverse squaregravita- 
tional fiela have been andyaed. Criterion of optimization adopted is minimum velocity increment 
in the entire transfer operation with one impulse each at the initial and final terminal. Particular 
cwes of the above problem are discussed and as a numerical illustration, results are obtained for , 
transfer trajectories between two orbits in Earth's gravitational field. 
Srivastava &. Singhl have studied optindm transfer trajectory between any two 
terminals constrained by a specified transfer angle in an inverse square gravitational 
field, the'initial terminal being a point on an elliptic orbit and final terminal a point on 
another elliptic orbit. The optimum trajectory defined there1 was one which minimizes 
the single velocity increment applied to the rocket a t  the initial terminal. In the present 
paper optimum inter-orbital trajectory with specified transfer angle is analysed under a 
different optimization criterion which is defined as that which minimizes the total charac- 
teristic velocity required in the entire two impulsive transfer operation. Two partied-BS 
cases of the above ~roblem are : (i) when the mission is to achieve inter-orbital transfer 
with least velocity hcrement at the: initial terminal which is the problem studied earlierf, 
(ii) when the missionis to minimize the velocity increment applied a t  the final terminal 
for rocket's entry into the final orbit. Case (ii) has been discussed in some detail. Numeri- 
cal results are abo-obtained for orbits in Earth's gravitational field. 
F U N D A M E N T A L  E Q U A T I O N 8  A N D  C H A R A C T E R I S T I C  V E L O C I T Y  
Let the equations of the elliptic orbits corresponding to initial and final terminals be 
tb Zl = r (1 + e, cos 8) (1) 
where suffixes (1) and (2) relate to initial and final terminals, I is semi-latds rectum, e is 
eccentricity, (r , 8) are polar co-ordinates with force centre (focus) as the pole and the 
line joining the force centre to the peri-apsis of the initial orbit as the initial line and a is 
the angle between the major axes of the initial and .final orbits. 
If (r, , 8,) and (r, , 8, + +) be the initial and final terminah, equations (1) and 
(2) give 
where 4 is the specified transfer angle. The velocity change AV1, required a t  the initial 
terminal in directing the rocket along the transfer trajectory will be given by 
AV1 = [Vo2 + V12 - 2V0V1 COB (YO - Y1) 14 (4) 
where Vo, Vl are rocket velocities just befoieand after the application of impulse and 
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Yo , Yl are the corresponding heading angles. We can show that 
e, sin 8, tan Yo = 1 + el cos el 
where & is gravitational parameter. 
If V ,  is the rocket velocity along the transfer trajectory just before thc application . 
of the &p&e a t  the final terminal, Vf is the orbital velocity to be obt~ined for entry in thc 
fiasl orbit ahd Y2, Y f  the corresponding heading angles, the required velocity change 
A V ,  will be given by the relation, 
nv, = ' [ V 2  + Vf - 2 v2 Vf cos (Y,  - Y ~ )  1) C7) 
It can be &own that 
t e2 sin (0, + + - a) 
a tan Yf = 
1 + ee cos (81 + + - 4 (8) 
- - 
--. 
a, Vf2 = - 1 + 2ez cos (81 + 4 - a)  + e, 4 ' [  2 1 1 (9) 
md 
v: = V? + 2' (10) 
By ccmprv&ion of angular momentum we have 
v ,p  co: Y1 
cos yz = , 
8, 
. FMW VI can be expressed in teems of Y ,  and + as1 
p ( 1  - cos 4) sec2 Y ,  T V12 = 
rl ( p  +j in  4 tan Y, - cos +) 
Substituting from equations (10) and (11) into equation (7) we have 
characteristic velocity is then given by 
nv=  I nvlt + I nhI (14) 
where AV, and n V z  are given by equations (4) and (13). Evidently AV is a function af 
two vaiables 4 and Y1. 
O P T I M I Z A T I O N  A N A L Y S I S  
The problem now is to find out values of 8, and Yl which minimize A V .  For this 
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we have 
From equations (16) and (16) we have 
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12 1 + el cos el 
Equations (17) and (18) me two transcendental equations in two unknown 8, and y1 
which can he numerically solved for givea values of orbitar parameters and $. Having 
known el and yl , location of initial and final terminals can be obtained from equations 
(1) and (2) and then optimum values of V1 , V, and Y ,  can be evdua$d .fifim equations 
(12), (10) and (I  I )  respectively. y,, , V, , yj and Vf can be f o d  out front le@iations (6) ,  
(6), (8) and (9) and hence (AV) can be calculated from equation (14). 
P A R T I C U L A R  C A S E S  
I 
Two particular cam of the above problem are (i) when the mission is inter-o~bital 
transfer under s p d e d  transfer angle constraint with least velocity increment at  the initial 
terminal (5) when the mission is inter-orbital transfer under 8pecified transfer angle oon- 
straint with least velocity increment at  the final terminal. In case (i) characferistio velck- , 
city will be given by [ A V1 I and equatioas (17) & (18) are reduced to t h e  obtained by ' 
Srivastava & Singhl. In case (ii) characteristic velocity is given by V, 1 and 'henoe 
--* 
.TABLE 1 - - 
PARAMETERS 08 OPTIMUM TRAiiS#ER TRAJECTORIES 
Mission Launch Leusoh Lzuwh Arrival Launch Arrival Arrival Velooity 
heeding vectorial radius radius velocity velocity heading chango 
angle angle vector vector angle 
(km) (km) km/sec kmlsec - -  km/seo 
1 
General 54.06' 123.5' 11986 28555 6.7937 2.4466 47.72' 5.6618 
Case 
Case (i) 49.20' l l l . O O  11204 26147 7.4203 3.7909 56-76' 1 A V ,  I min. 
= 3.9280 
Case (i i)  58.70° 163.5' 13670 32895 6.0178 1'4534 26.62' l A V a I  min 
- 1.4464 
equations (17) and (18) @vei 
(19) 
and av ) - V j  sin f [ { 1 - (VIW 00s YI)' 5' J 
Equations (19) and (20) can be bolved for the unknowns el and r, for @ven values of 
orbital parameters and 4 and proceeding as explained in general ca,se we can evaluate the 
optimum values of V 1  , V ,  , yl , y2 , and I A V 2  I n,a 
, 
N U M E R I C A L  E X A M P L E  
Parameters of the optimum transfer trajectorie$ for the general and particular cases 
have been numerically obtained and are given in Table 1 for the folbwhg bwo orbits in 
Earth's gravitational field. 
Initial Orbit : 1, = lo4 km, el = 0 . 3  
Final Orbit : 1, = (2 x 104) km, e, ,==-6*P, a = 20' ' 
N 
Specified transfer angle 4 = 35' i 
AS should be expected, Table 1 indicates that the velocity changes a t  the initial and final 
terminals in the general case are respectively grater than the velocity change a t  the initial 
terminal in case (i) and velocity change a t  the final terminal in case (ii). Pig. 1 and 2 
show respectively the variation of and I A V ,  1 with respect to el for typical values of 
yl. Their study shows thpt ( A V )  and I A V 2  I m in  do occur - a t  8, = 123.5', 
y, =. 54-05' and 6, = 153.5", yl = 58.7' respectively. 
Big, 1--\'nriation of A V with re~peot to vectorial Fig. %-Variation of (A V ) with respect tp 
angle. vectorisl angle. 

